


GBA GV1
The popular Global Bill Acceptor, GBA, is a widely distributed and accepted bank 
note reader, which is renowned for its simplicity, reliability and capacity to accept 
a wide range of world currencies. 

The GBA GV1 note reader offers a secure, modular, front access vault solution, 
particularly designed for the kiosk and gaming industries. It is a global product, 
which can be used in all international markets by a snap-change of a note guide. 
The secure note cassette is easily removed and can be both locked itself and 
also into place within the housing.

The GBA GV1 is powered by the GBA ST2 note validator, employing the 
innovative “Sense Technology” note validation. Modularity is the key, with all 
of the principle parts immediately accessible for easy service and support.

Key features:
 A wide range of interfaces including: Parallel, Pulse, Serial, MDB, ccTalk. 
 Accepts up to 32 notes, in 4 directions (max note width 85mm)
 Secure 600 and 800 note capacity cassettes (new USD$1 notes)
 RFID Audit capable
 Illuminated, blue flashing note guide as standard
 USB download capabilities
 Independent note validation module
 Optional magnetic detection
 Integrated coupon/barcode reader
 Flash drive update for firmware and noteset configurations
 Comprehensive GBA Talk software support package
 Range of stylish bezels to suit a variety of applications
 Modular construction
 Removable upper housing assembly for access to the internal note path.

The GBA GV1 has wide ranging applications in markets requiring a secure, 
front access note stacking solution.

Support
Backed by dedicated teams of research and development engineers, sales 
professionals and support staff, the GBA product is our commitment to a vision 
of product excellence and customer satisfaction.

The Company
Astrosys International Ltd specialises in the design, manufacture and distribution 
of the Microcoin coin validator and GBA bank note reader. It supports its 
products with ISO9001 certified manufacturing plants and an international 
network of offices and market representation in Australia, Hong Kong, the United 
Kingdom and the USA.

www.globalbillacceptors.com 
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